
O V E R V I E W

Every day, millions of consumers examine and browse
through a wide variety of products, which means
companies are faced with the ultimate challenge of
making their products stand out in a sea of competition.
When it comes to branding, it's much more (and bigger)
than just a logo.

A key component to an effective marketing strategy is
communicating your brand across all channels and
creating an image that is positive, respected and well-
known. Branding is a powerful vehicle for your product
and when used properly, it can sustain a tremendous
return on investment.

5 BENEFITS OF IN-LINE
PRINTING & BRANDING

T A B L E  O F
C O N T E N T S

Creating a difference • P. 2

Connect with your audience •

P. 2

Grow your brand • P. 3

Inventory Control • P. 3

Bringing Value • P. 4

Conclusion • P. 4



C R E A T I N G  A

D I F F E R E N C E

Branding is telling people who you are and
what you do and a product’s packaging is a
brand’s first impression to its customers.
Branding is a way of clearly highlighting what
makes your product(s) different and more
desirable than anyone else’s. Sending your
products in blind packaging is lessening
your chances of visibility and recognition of
your company. Effective packaging elevates
your company among your competitors – that
means creating a logo, catch phrase or
unique designs to create an emotional
connection with your customers.

Look at how your competitors are branding.
Choose a design/logo that is uniquely
different so it stands out from the crowd and
results in appearing more premium to your
audience over other brands.

C O N N E C T  W I T H

Y O U R  A U D I E N C E

Making a connection, especially a long-
lasting one is extremely important. When a
consumer sees your logo, what’s going to first
come to their mind? What connection will they
make with what they see? You’ll want your
audience to make the connection to your
company’s mission and values through
your brand. Having a strong brand with
emphasis on visual appearance means there is
a positive impression of the company among
consumers and they are likely to do business
with you given the familiarity of using a
company that they can trust.

If you’ve been in business for a while, create a
visual that will remind customers you foster
long-lasting partnerships based on trust,
integrity and a passion for doing what’s right
– show them you’re the experts at what you
do. New to your industry? Create cutting-
edge branding that will put you on stage +
make people want to check you out.



T H E  C E O ' S

M E S S A G E
I N V E N T O R Y

C O N T R O L

G R O W  Y O U R

B R A N D

Growing companies have a long list of
reasons to want to take their brand to the
next level. Maybe you’re seeking higher
profitability, expanding into new locations,
adding inventory to your product line, or
looking to keep up with bigger brands in the
market. Whatever the reason is, the finer
details matter more than ever. Re-branding
may seem scary but ultimately, it pays off in
the long run. 

• Stay simple – jamming as much as possible
into a logo typically doesn’t work well and
causes confusion. 

• Make an impact – be bold and stand out;
catch your audience’s attention. Choose a
new color palette to resonate with being
fresh and modern. Choose fonts and shapes
that play a vital role in your brand identity.

In-line printing isn’t just for logo purposes. It’s
also to better inventory control practices and
create less headaches. In-line printing of part
numbers, dates and stripes helps companies
maintain efficiency when running multiple jobs
that require different components. Printed
stripes allow companies to easily identify a
specific size of tube or core on the racks by
the designated color.

In-line printing is a very critical part for better
customer service. If a customer complains
about your product, you can verify the
product is indeed yours and not some other
guys by the use of the part number, date or
special markings like initials on the tube or
core.



B R I N G I N G  

V A L U E

While often overlooked, the way you package
your products plays an important role in the
customer experience. Packaging is your
presentation and your company’s style of
presentation is essential to your branding.
When you’re not recognized for how good
your company is, you’re missing out on
opportunities. Your established markets know
your brand well but what about other
industries?

Bridging the gap between high awareness to
zero awareness with a brand that can appeal
to all of your audiences brings extra-added
value as well as new business and is essential
to your success. When done right, custom
printed packaging gives you the opportunity
to create positive, lasting impressions on your
customers and shows that you are well-
strategized industry experts.

C O N C L U S I O N

Investing in good branding is key. Keep in
mind, not all components to branding are
made equal (i.e., printing capabilities). You
get what you pay for – you cannot get gold
for the price of silver. Branding is not the
place to cut corners or cost. Yazoo gives you
piece of mind and a great competitive edge
with our cost-effective branding options that
add a wow factor to eye-catching logos,
phrases, shapes and designs to packaging. 

Companies across the nation are relying on
Yazoo’s high-quality printing capabilities to
increase the consumer appeal even further.
With one and two-color in-line printing and 12
color options to choose from, your brand is
guaranteed to stand out from the rest and
consumers will not only enjoy their experience
but will likely be repeat buyers and spread the
word about your company.

Get a jump start on your marketing efforts
and request a quote today.

Give us a call today to receive a quote or to place an order / 800.242.5216


